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France well, and it was fitting that French North Africa should
become one springboard for the liberation of metropolitan
France. The naval bases of Dakar, Casablanca, Oran, and the
material resources of Africa have done much to preserve
France's importance in the world during her years of national
submergence* But the nationalist interpretation of colonization
has its permanent defects. Even the policy of 'association' has
the effect, as Professor Eric Walker has pointed out, that 'the
elite become Frenchmen, the native masses are deprived of
their natural leaders'. The professional colonial administrators
proved, in 1940, to be more often akin in spirit to Vichy than
to the Republic. And the violent anti-militarists of the Dreyfus
affair like Gohier, who saw in colonies a hotbed of authoritari-
anism, have not been proved entirely wrong.1
To sum up. The achievements of the Third Republic, judged
relatively by the standard of the aims and social needs of
France in the later nineteenth century, were great. Its con-
stitutional and political arrangements were in accord with the
highest common level of agreement among the great majority
of Frenchmen. The Republic, despite many setbacks and weak-
nesses, vindicated its right to survive and successfully overcame
the most concerted attempts of authoritarianism to overthrow
parliamentary government. It also kept the French nation, in
both its own military preparedness and its foreign alliances,
strong enough to resist successfully the attacks of 1914-18. Its
governments gave the country solidarity enough and unity
enough to steer safely through a rapid succession of immense
ordeals. Yet significantly the greatest achievements in overseas
expansion were the work of a few enthusiasts and more the
result of private enterprise and good fortune than of deliberate
planning or even national ambition. Already financial, politi-
cal and administrative corruption had beset the machinery of
State. Old feuds and vendettas remained, and social divisions
were little healed. And the pattern of future politics had been
set by the Bloc des Couches of 1905. The formation of unions,
1 C$1 above, p. 160: and E. A. Walker: Colonies (1944), for an
illuminating comparison of different national policies towards
colonies.

